
 

SIMPLE USE SUGGESTIONS  
 Using the system simply and easily is the best way to get started. First after the password, go 
to the demographics and input the patient name. Then ask the SOC questions and input the results. 
This is an important part of the interview and should not be ignored. It is the responsibility and 
education part of the program. This is not essential, but it helps. If you do not want to do this part 
with all of your patients perhaps you have made a poor career choice. Don’t let these questions take 
up too much time. Three minutes at the max is best. A clear statement of don’t smoke is often better 
than twenty minutes of discussion. 

 You should use the harness on your patients. If you are too lazy to put the harness on your 
patient then also perhaps you have made a poor career choice. Your patients deserve your best. If 
not then there are several job openings in the food service and house cleaning field. Excuse my levity 
but there are a lot of therapist who do not put the patients needs first. When you don’t there can be 
a problem. 

  Then load up the birth day in the patient report program. Then calibrate. Then do the basic 
test. Realize that the results are chosen from the reaction of the unconscious of the patient. Why 
does the unconscious pick these items. Study these results for about two to three minutes does it 
make sense now. Sometimes the unconscious is direct, sometimes it is not. The RISK screen might 
help.  

 Then proceed to the therapy screen. At the top as you enter if you have done the test 
properly the system will now recommend some therapies. Primary suggestions in the middle 
secondary ones to the right. Do the auto therapies suggested this will try to measure the total body 
and correct as many energetic disturbances as possible. This is like a total body electrical massage. 
This can often correct disturbances that are subtle but problematic.  

 After this go to the timed treatments in the Music therapy SUPERLEARNING or the sarcode 
panel on the spinal program. These timed therapies are used for you the therapist to use what you 
know about the patient to choose a therapy. These therapies have specific themes and act on 
specific functions. After the total therapy the specific therapy has improved activity. Set the times 
based on the time available. Having two devices can improve the time for therapy. Before you ask for 
a free second device or a discount for buying two, consider the question. When you bought your car 
did you ask for a second one free, because you’re nice enough to buy one. When you bought your 
television did you ask for a second one free because you had a nice smile. What is it about the 
alternative medical industry that prompts such questions. Some of the other companies work with 
such large mark ups and tremendous sales commission that they can often do this, but at QX ltd we 
try to offer a good price to provide a good device at a fair price. We want to help energetic medicine 
grow. We want to help but insulting business suggestions such as free second devices distract from 
the ease of doing business.  

 After doing the timed therapy, now is a good time to enter the program of your expertise. 
Nutrition, constitutional, voice, music, spinal, dental, toxicity, herbal, acupuncture, rife, 



BIORESONANCE, etc all have separate screens. Go to your preference or go to the screen that your 
patient identifies with most. Doing some personal therapy is helpful for the patient and the patient 
moral. Do this if time allows or reschedule for another time. 

 Now is the best time to go to the test screen and relook at the items. Then go to the therapy 
on top and then the “Patient Unconscious Reduction Panel”. Here type in the disease and start the 
unconscious test. Now the patient energetic body is better prepared to respond and the results of 
the unconscious will relate the possible cause, cure, symptom reduction method, and bifurcation. 
From here it now often becomes clear a treatment path. It is now time to enter the Nelson method 
panel and put you and your patients collective thoughts into the program. 

 After this debrief the patient by going over the report screen. The report is compiled as you 
go on thru the program. But there are several opportunities to add to it. From here we make a bond 
and a contract to help our patients to heal themselves. Because we cannot do it for them. 
Responsibility medicine is the best medicine. Going over the changes felt by the patient and the 
awareness of the patient to the energetic changes is helpful. As the patient gets better the ability to 
fell the changes induced by the device will increase. The unconscious resistance to cure will be your 
largest enemy. Often times cure is the last thing your patient wants. Feel free to discuss this. This is 
why it often takes a contract to bring them back. Symptom reduction is not cure. We try to find cure 
through awareness. 

 I make every effort to do all of this in forty five to sixty minutes. Some therapists do it 
quicker, some take longer. It up to you to interface with your patients for the maximum results. 

Simple path of QXCI use  

1. Demographics Remember simple easy fast, click Pregnant if patient pregnant insert number of 
weeks, for body fat analysis use the anthropromorphic inputs of height weight abdomen 
circumference thigh circumferenc and amount of fat, use animal button or pets, 

2. Birthday, Birth Time, Birth Place ----- Biorhythm (patient who want to lie have another form of 
deep sickness) 

3. Test Relax let the test of the unconscious proceed 

4. Therapy Autofocus for maximum BIORESONANCE results 

5. Timed therapy For specific system results 

6. Individual (Usually Hamadas for me, but this might be too much for some) 

7. Unconscious reduction This is the ultimate revelation 

8. Patient report. Responsibility time. Often the disease is preferred more to the patient than the 
disease. 

9. Discuss future plans. It took years to get sick and it will take some time to heal.   

 The hardest thing for the new user to accept is when the unconscious of the patient 
disagrees with the conscious of the therapist. In the beginning therapists sometimes make up their 



minds rather quickly. This device measures the unconscious of the patient. As therapists use it they 
agree that the device is a dramatic help in accuracy. Some insecure therapists are easily threatened. 
After thirty patients let me know what you think. 

 In the Demographics screen there is a program for acupuncture diagnosis. Here the therapist 
will answer questions about the patient. One page of these questions is about the pulse diagnosis. 
These questions take some skill to master. For those who have the skill use the program, if not then 
practice until you can get some help. The results of this inventory of data are presented on the 
therapy screen on the acupuncture screen. There is a button for acu data that allows calculation of 
the results. 


